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SVS 2000 PRO SERIES SUBS
SURE TO WIN BASS VOTES
Three new democratically-priced models set the
performance benchmark below £1K…

Karma-AV is delighted to unveil the SVS 2000 Pro Series of subwoofers
to the UK's low frequency enthusiasts. Set to raise performance
benchmarks in their price class, three new models make SVS' flagship
'Ultra' bass design available for under £1K retail. The SB-2000 Pro
sealed cabinet, PB-2000 Pro ported cabinet, and PC-2000 Pro ported
cylinder designs deploy a potent 550 watts RMS / 1,500+ watts peak
power amplifier driving an all-new 12-inch high-excursion SVS driver,
supported by enhanced cabinet design and SVS' tuning and control app.
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550 watts RMS power
The onboard Sledge STA-550D amplifier
blends the high current output of discrete
MOSFETs with Class D efficiency. Boasting an
impressive 550 watts RMS power with
vanishingly low distortion, this proprietary
amp design delivers excellent on-demand
power while maintaining precise driver
control, allowing the 2000 Pro Series to play
effortlessly and accurately at reference levels.
Powerful DSP
Harnessing the power of the Sledge amplifier is a 50 MHz Analog Devices
Audio DSP with 56-bit filtering: the most sophisticated DSP engine ever used
in a home subwoofer. Abundant processing capability maintains pristine sound
quality by utilising advanced in-room tuning, optimised frequency response
curves and powerful DSP controls.
All-new 12” driver
The new and proprietary 12-inch driver design for the SVS 2000 Pro
subwoofers features a dual-ferrite magnet motor assembly with long-throw
parabolic surround for extreme excursion with room-pressurising SPLs. Its
rigid, vented aluminium cone, complete with composite fibre dust cap, is built
to move very large air volumes generating exceptional audio dynamics.
App control
The 2000 Pro Series also features convenient control and preset customisation
via the SVS subwoofer DSP smartphone app for Apple, Android and Amazon
devices. Launched originally with the flagship SVS 16-Ultra subwoofers, the
SVS app will control volume and allow access to multiple DSP functions and
program custom presets for one-touch tuning optimised for music, movies and
gaming. Users can also adjust crossover frequencies, a three-band parametric
EQ, system polarity, room gain, standby mode and factory reset. Bluetooth
connectivity allows full control even when the subwoofer is out of sight, and bidirectional feedback shows adjustments from the app and the rear panel in
real time.
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Newly reinforced cabinets
Subwoofers capable of formidable performance levels need cabinet designs to
match, so the 2000 Pro Series enclosures deploy an extra-thick MDF front
baffle and rigid internal bracing to virtually eliminate colouration, even when
the deepest low frequencies are played at reference levels.

SB 2000 Pro

PB 2000 Pro

PC 2000 Pro

Typical UK pricing (inc VAT)
SB2000 PRO Black Ash: £ 899.00; SB2000 PRO Black Gloss: £ 999.00;
SB2000 PRO White Gloss (special order): £ 999.00; PB2000 PRO Black Ash: £ 999.00;
PC2000 PRO Black Gloss TOP: £ 999.00

Availability: December 2019

Click here for intro video
Contact for publication: karma-av: 01423 358846, info@karma-av.co.uk
About SVS
SVSound was founded in 1998 by a group of audio enthusiasts seeking to bring performance improvements and
enhanced value to the subwoofer market. By leveraging advanced technology using the highest quality components,
and rigorous engineering, the team at SVS has created a line of premium audio products which bring music and
movies to life with stunning realism - all at truly affordable prices. www.svsound.com
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